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 It is Lau's fourth collaboration with Zhang and his second collaboration with Oho. Plot To make money, a group of young men
learn to pilot Chinese fighter aircraft under a boyish-looking pilot, who goes by the alias "Captain Gui." One day, they are asked

to help rescue a military general trapped in a village of hostile Xiongfeng County. The entire village is seized by a group of
nationalists. Cast Zhang Hanyu as Xu Xiaoping Oho Ou as Bai Sujun Du Jiang as Wang Zhen Yuan Quan as Chen Miling Jing
Jun as Yang Ning Zhang Tian'ai as Du Huanxing Tang Zhiwei as Zhang Xiaoqiang Zhang Zhiwei as Xu Guiyuan Chen Luyuan

as Su Ting Li Mingyu as Wang Xiaoli Yang Baobei as Chang Shan Sun Honglei as Zhang Jun Wang Guohua as Yin Wei
Production Principal photography for Captain began on 19 January 2018 in Shaanxi, China, with Zhang Hanyu as the leading

role. References External links Category:Chinese films Category:2019 films Category:Mandarin-language films
Category:Chinese action adventure films Category:Chinese war drama films Category:2010s action drama films Category:2010s
war drama films Category:Films set in China Category:Films directed by Andrew Lau Category:China Film Group Corporation
filmsDid you know we have a ton of resources for you? If you are a high school student, you can find the latest AP U.S. History
course information right here. We hope you have enjoyed all the resources we have created for you. If you have any questions,
please feel free to email us. Tell Us What You Think Are there any resources you'd like to see added here? Send us an email,

and we'll take it under consideration for the future. International Students We're all students here. We’ve all come from a variety
of places all over the world, and our interests and perspectives are all unique. Our goal is to make sure you have everything you
need, whether you are looking to make new friends or learn new things. Check out our resources and get to know your fellow

foreign students at UC Berkeley! How to Apply 82157476af
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